Only You Can Prevent Vaccine Loss

You are responsible for the vaccines you order.

Implement your vaccine management plan consistently to prevent vaccine loss!

• Order vaccines and quantities based on your patient populations!
• Put vaccine shipments away immediately! Never reject a vaccine shipment!
• Store vaccines under manufacturer-recommended temperatures at all times!
• Clearly label cartons with beyond-use dates following manufacturer guidance!
• Make sure refrigerator and freezer doors are closed!
• Record MIN, MAX, and CURRENT on your temperature logs twice daily!
• If temperatures are out of range, TAKE ACTION IMMEDIATELY!
• Rotate stock at least monthly to ensure short-dated vaccines are used first!
• Remove expired vaccine IMMEDIATELY to prevent administration errors!

Spoiled, expired, or wasted doses?

Report them at myCAvax and dispose of following practice protocols.

Have doses that will expire within 6 months and can’t be used?

Notify the program contact prior to transferring to another active program provider to prevent negligent provider loss.

• **VFC Program**: (877) 243-8832
• **VFA/LHD 317 Programs**: (833) 502-1245
• **SGF Flu Program**: Contact your local health department